Here at Escape Studios (part of Pearson College
London) we’re at the forefront of skills–based
education. Established in 2002, our purpose is to
provide a solution to the skills gap between the
visual effects industry and those that wanted to
become part of it. Since then we have grown into
the UK’s leading provider of training services
for the digital creative industries – with specialist
courses in VFX, Games Art, Animation and
Motion Graphics, to name but a few.
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As well as training the next generation of artists
for the creative industries, we have the desire and
experience to help artists from leading studios
diversify their existing skill set, or learn new tools
within a particular discipline; preparing them for
their next project and ensuring their work is
completed to the highest standard.
Our bespoke courses are designed from the
bottom up in close collaboration with you and
your team, to ensure the programme is tailored
to your individual training needs. This allows the
course to be flexed to your unique requirements,
with programme durations ranging from one day
to eight weeks. What’s more, the course can be
delivered from the comfort of your own studio to
ensure it is easily accessible for all employees taking
part, or alternatively at our central London
campus, close to Soho. These programmes offer
the perfect opportunity for studios to best utilise
the gaps in production schedules and ensure the
continual development of employees.

CASE STUDY

FRAMESTORE
We ran a bespoke course with
Framestore which covered
the fundamentals of cloth
and hair stimulation in Maya.
Participants from this course
went to work on films including
Thor: Ragnarok and Paddington
2. Hear what they had to say
about their bespoke course:
“Escape Studios were amazing
partners with us on our recent
Launchpad Creature FX course.
They treated our students as if they
were any other student at Escape
Studios, giving them full support
during their time there and following
up with us post–course to ensure
that everything was going ok. The
students themselves came to us
ready to go and all of them went
on to work on live productions
within a matter of two or three
days. I wouldn't hesitate to return
to Escape the next time I have a
similar need for a bespoke course.”
Amy Smith,
Head of Talent, Framestore
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TRAINING
THAT'S FLEXIBLE
TO YOUR UNIQUE
REQUIREMENTS

An indication of the
type of courses we
can offer is shown
here. Please note this
list is not exhaustive
– if you have a specific
area of interest that
is not listed here,
please contact our
Admissions team
(page 6) and they will
be happy to discuss
your requirements.

SOFTWARE
Maya

Engine 4

Cinema 4D

Houdini

Speed Tree

Shotgun

Zbrush

Xnormal

Flame

Substance
Painter

Ndo

Python

Unreal

Nuke

NICHE SKILL SETS
Rigging
Technical
animation

Acting for
animation

VFX
supervision

Lighting and
rendering

Creature
FX

Dynamic
simulations

R&D

Texturing

Grading

DISCIPLINES
Compositing

Game Art

3D VFX

VR/AR
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Animation
Motion Graphics
Producing

CASE STUDY

JELLYFISH PICTURES
We ran some bespoke XSI
to Maya training for Jellyfish
Pictures. Here’s what they
had to say about their
experience working with us:
“Employing and cultivating our
awesome talent is one of Jellyfish
Pictures’ top priorities; Escape
Studios is a strong, credible and
important educational partner
enabling us to achieve this. At
Escape Studios artists are taught
by artists, which means by the time
the studios receive the graduates
they are equipped with the skills
necessary for a working environment.
For years now we have not only
employed Escape Studios alumni,
we have also sent staff there to
broaden their skills and knowledge,
and we have always been impressed
by the results. Here at Jellyfish
we love to align ourselves with
like minded companies; Escape
Studios isn’t just a school, it is a
hub for our industry, filled with a
passion for creative brilliance and
we look forward to partnering with
them for many years to come.”
Phil Dobree,
CEO, Jellyfish Pictures
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TYPES OF TRAINING
WE OFFER

BUILDING YOUR BESPOKE COURSE
When designing and building your bespoke course, we
work in partnership with you to ensure the programme
meets the needs and desires of your studio.

1

Provide a short summary of your requirements

2

Meet with Escape Studios colleagues to discuss
your brief in more details

3

Escape Studios to provide draft course structure
and quote

4

Opportunity to feedback and work collaboratively
with us to further shape the programme

5

Delivery of bespoke training programme

The design of your bespoke course can be completed
in as little as three weeks.

COST STRUCTURE
Prices for our bespoke courses vary depending on your
individual training requirements, location of tuition and
number of delegates participating. To receive a cost
estimate, please get in touch and we can arrange a brief
discussion reviewing your business needs.
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We also offer a range of existing part time and full time
short courses which might be a suitable option for
your training requirements. These courses cover Visual
Effects, Game Art, Animation and Motion Graphics.
Preferential rates available for industry partners and
group bookings of 3+ delegates.

GET IN TOUCH
To enquire about our bespoke courses please contact
the Escape Studios Admissions Team, by emailing
admissions@escapestudios.com or call us on
02035044173.

CASE STUDY

FIX FX
We ran a bespoke rotoscoping
and 2D training course with Fix
FX. Listen to what their CEO
had to say about it:
“Fix FX had a great experience
working with Escape Studios.
Together we designed a course to
bring university graduates up to
industry standard in a short amount
of time. The net result has been to
create employment in the regions,
establish a footprint for VFX work
where there previously wasn’t one,
and finally supply the demand for
competitive clean–up and prep work
within the UK. We look forward to
the opportunity to do more work
with Escape Studios in the future.”
Colin Kennedy,
CEO and founder, Fix FX
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We typically follow five simple steps to help transform
your vision into reality:

ESCAPE STUDIOS
Midtown Campus, 190 High Holborn
London, WC1V 7BH

admissions@escapestudios.com
0203 918 3606
escapestudios.ac.uk

